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P-loop statistical sums for superatring and for heterotic \

string may be represented as integrals over the space of mo- ]

dull of Hiem an л surfaces:

i
f

J$ ĴVrtJi) F B
b e i n

* analytical functions of holomorphic

coordinatee у on the Teichmuller space. At the same time,

statistical sum of the 26-dimensional boaouic string,сompac-

tified on 16-dimensional torus T
1 6
 = К

1 б
/ р in case of

even self-dial lattices l»x w and Г7, is proportional

t o ^ n^ttt*)^^?^The f i m c t l o n Г

• r| \ Т Г

ring the formula for heterotic string is equal tor
r
V}p/L ̂r»

There ie a similar relation, between llhtrM and statistical

sun,arising from continual integral,baeed on the supersymmet-

rized action of bosonlc ntring. This relation between the

sum of analytical functions and the sum of their square mo-

duli may provide an argument against compactification on

6-dimensional tori.
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1 * Lack of analytical anomaly and prescription

The structure of multiloop contributions to statistical

sums (i.e. vacuum loops) and amplitudes in the theory of

(closed oriented bosonic) strings
1
' has been recently

understood on thev-'analytical anomaly cancellation theorem

due to Belavin and Knizhnik , which represents them in the

form of integrals of the squared module of analytic measure

o v e r
 *^

e
 module space И of Riemann surfaces of/ Kbos

I the given genus:

С
TV -

p

Here у denote holomorphic coordinates on the module spa-

ce (acre exactly, on a certain covering space); T(y) are

pxp symmetric "period matrices", and J\()i,4)
 i s a

 func-

tion, related to vertex operators. For stat-sums JX^ — $_

and for amplitudes T ^ is expressed throueh Green functions

of Laplace operators on Riemann surfaces; up to regulator

fields contributions
 <
J
/
\l4

;>
4 jitself i3 a combination of squ-

ared moduli of analytical functions of y. For p=1 the

exponent in eq.(1) chould be clmnged from 13 for 14. Further

explications ma? be found in refc.-̂
 J
.



The formula (1) may be derived from continual integral

0 0

; a,fc * 1,2; tt = 1...26; vMx,q( stand for ver-

taken over the metrics of two-dimensional Riemann surfaces

of genus p embedded into the flat space-time of critical

dimension;

tex operators.

Representation of loop amplitudes in terms of holcnorphic

functions (measures) gave rise to simple formulae for them,

valid for any p and, in a somewhat more explicit form,for

p«£4 . What is more important, the holomorphic and anti-holo-

morphic contributions under the integral may be interpreted

{ as those of left-hand and right-hand degrees of freedom.This

,' fact appears crucial for forraulation of super- and hetero-

I tic string theories, when the two-dimensional chirality is

. of primary importance. These theories aftso far formulated

| only with constraints,which separate left-hand excitations

from the right-hand ones. There is no geometric formulation

like (2) for them. (Of course, one may formally rrrite down

"fermionized* actions in terms of left- and right-hand spi-

norial fields.However,the problem turns then into that of

definition of; Dirac operator for chiral fermions; e.g. to

calculate its^ determinant one should define a square root

from the samefdeterminant for Dirac fennions.)This is the
i
S

main difficulty in formulating and analyains superstrtn^

theories beyord the one loop approximation*
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Therefore it seems important,that there is a way to formu-

late a prescription. of laow to calculate loop expressions in

these theories,starting from continual integrals like (2).which

describe non-chirsl versions of the same model* . This will,

however,require the use of additional principle with a somewhat

unclear origin. There would be no problems,if analytical anoma-

ly cancels trivially,as it does in the case of bosonic strings;

the transition to chiral theory consists of simple taking off

the square module sign and с trivial redefinition of non~ho-

lomorphic factors. Unfortunately,the situation is not so clear

in other models. The best thing one may rely upon is represen-

tation of integration measure of a non-chiral theory as a sum

o£ squared moduli:

j
Such a possibility seems to be a necessary condition for chi-

ral version of the theory to exist. The formulation of this

version includes the combination

= Z
as integration measure. For instance, the calculations in su-

persymroetrized theory (2) (see ) give the following answer

for the one-loop stat-sum: Л.У (н,Ч)~ ?-

(The sum is over 4 types of boundary conditions for fermions

on Riemann surfaces of genus 1. It would,perhaps,more adequate

to take not 4 but only 3 items, however,this is of no impor-

tance for our риргозеа here.) The correct answer for statsum



of superstring is i^Hssta)! with du
s
 '.'-:} -JEI

and ^
v
b«,^->$p7^ ̂  *Н&&^)Г( ^V

Sb
^0,while <^s&(g)'O,

quite as it ehould be for the vacuum energy in the d=10 su-

persymmetrict theory.)

Exactly the same relation exists between the correct mea-

sure for heterotic 3tring ЛМ<с(ч) Ж'щ f^)F (ч^
3
^^ ^'

ае
 stat-

sura of model (2) compactified on aome 16-dimensional tori:

the latter stat-aum contains the measure \d.ti£ (ч)| 2!'^„.1

while F
P
(4)=Zri

r
.(M) (again Z 1 ^ . ( H J | ~^.dO\

J
') '

Por applicability of the formulated prescription c(v (

should be гергезептаЫе as a sum of squred moduli, and the sum

^T^lM/ ~ *̂ ~
>
 j^i (!(7 should possess the necessary modular

properties. 5hese requirements (eapessially the 3econd one)

appear extremely severe- They constraint seriously the choice

of theories like (2). in which the left- and right-hand deg-

rees of freedom may bs separated. Since such a separation may

be necessary for building up super- and heterotics string

theories, we probably get constraints on possible compactifi-

oations of these theories.

3elow ire present more detailed formulae for

for p=1. For higher genera the accurate analysis requires in-

corporation of supermoduli. In this note we would like to put

accent on the problem of holomorphic structure,wlich i3 not

related directly to that of aupermoduli (in general situation

one should consider holomorphic structure on the supermodule

space),thus the case of p^-2 in context of зирег- and hete-

rotic strings is not considered below. (For elementary remarks

on this subject зее refs.-
5
"-

3
.)

However» the possibility of separating the left-hand con-

tributions in boso.nlc string theory (2),compactified on spe-

cial 16-dimeisional tori (R
16
/(~U V

Q
 and Н

1 б
/ Ц

6
) as well

аз on certain 8-di2enaional torus (В /Г1) from the right-hand-

ones remains for any p. The corresponding formulae will be

presented in p.4.



2. One-loop stat-зиш for superstring*'.

Riemann surfaces of genus 1 (tori) are parametrized by s.

single complex number T*( I E T > 0 , detailed relation between

T sad у ^ is unessential here,the only important fact is

holomorphic dependence T(y> )* Boaonic field z
J
(?) satis-

fies periodicity conditions

*(0 > ( X

1 . .

Permionic field U' [SJoaa Ъе subjected to four different boun-

dary conditions:

) - ±
Lagrangien formulation of 2-dim-supersymmetric string in cri-

tical dimension d=10 leads to the following expression for

the stat-swi:

с (5)

The sum is over all the boundary conditions for fermionic

fields.(In fact.periodic boundary condition does not contribu-

te to the sum because of the fenaionic zero mode; this iterc

should be perhaps omitted in other situations as well.) One

easily verifies,that п
0

Infinite products are over all integer ш,п besides m=rs=O



and «11 integer or half-integer аг~',д' ' according to the

boundary condition* (i). Qt^iit) are four » y-conatants" for

genus 1 (see p.3 below), one of tbem,corresponding to periodic

boundary condition and integer m ,n vanishes because of

the zero mode m '» ar^m 0. Ьша*«п.йз for the product of

three non-vaniahing Q-constants.

In terme of eqa.(3) and (4)

The choice of phase factors £". in the last sum ia dictated

by modular covariance (w.r.to transformations f-*• t'-r / and

\ f-»-1/̂ ")» The only modular covariant (i.e. invariant up to a

j multiplyer) combination of the fourth powers o£ ^-constants i

for p*1 vgsniahea. This statement ia а1зо valid for higher I.

genera (in fact there are different modular covariant combi-

nations of the fourth powers with unimodular coefficients for

p5:2, but all of them are zero according to Riemann identities).
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3. Definition of p-functions

Let us define thetft-conatants in more details. Moreover,we

introduce the general notion of ^-function for any genus p

(these are in fact theta's for / ^ lattice, theta's for other

lattices can be expressed through them; examples for ig and

l̂ g are given in formulae (15-17b) below);

integer m.,...in
1

Each of the numbers o,..,Op£,..,£-> can take values 0 or 1,

the whole set of these zeroes and unities is reffered to as

Q -characteristic, and the number "^ ST.C.- mod2 - as its pa-

rs t='

ri.ty. The parity of £x as a function of p-vector z. is

the заше as that of £) -characteristic. Q -constants ore

Q-functions at z4= 0; they should not vanish only for even

characteristics.

In the just discussed example of p=1 periodic boundary

condition corresponds to odd theta-constant

three other boundary conditions - to three even ones:

B\°{ \ •T u e mentioned modular invariant combination of

-constants is; 9[о1' 1
-0Щ''-б[°1 = О (the Kiemann

identity for p=1). Analogous relation,required for considera-

tions of p.2 for higher genera reads like 23 ^-e ® l-
e
l CT;-0

with £ ^ €x« ^"fS. + C,) for
\
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4. Bosonic string compactified on a torus.

Let us calculate statistical sum of a 26-dimensional Ъоso-

nic etring (2), living in the space R *xT , the k-dioensio-

nal" torus T being a factor of k-dimensional flat space R

over some lattice P : 2 » R /{"". We begin with genus p=1,

(As to p»0, the result here coincides with that for a flat

space R , the difference appears only in amplitudes.) *7e are

to calculate the sura of continual integrals:

Рог each pair of lattice vectors Д д х(?) may be represen-

ted in the fomted in. the form

iiith z(?) satisfying periodic boundary conditions

Then

(Note,that jol^ -=̂ 11»нТ » and crossing-terms

\ &X * ~~
 г
 P T + c,c. » 0 because of periodicity

of z(z).) Therefore the statsum turns into a product of that

for a string in flat space R , С ' ^ 4 Q ^ 1 time a a

factor -
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In case of arbitrary genus analogous sum over 2p lattice

vectors j\^, |\|, i=1...p arises:

(the analogue of eq.(1O) looks like

&̂ i ...
 c
^jm being p holomorphic differentials on

Hieraann surface of genua p). After Fourier transformation

*: Д*+• J^efsr.r. to Д*: Д*—+• J^ef (the Poisson transform) eq.

(12) reads:

«f f
In variety with the "continual" case, one may not siaply

transform to new variables {_,- " — Л in these discrete sums \

in order to put (14) into the form of \

L

Instead, for even self-dual lattices (the self-duality condi-

tion Г * Г fixes,in particular the relation between the

size of the torus and the Planck leng^t) .Яу. °«п Ъе repre-

sented as a sum of squared moduli, and p£ p ) -as a sum of the

corresponding analytical functions»



to

Г
6
 lattice:

(a)

1
 (с)

e
Here e,e

f
,e

n
 are all possible ^-characteristics,correspon-

ding to genus p (of cour8e,only even e and e+e
f
 contribute

to the sums). In. eq.(15c) Q differ from ^-constants by

phase factors; for e, consisting of zeroes and unities

T h u s t h e s u m i n
 (

1
5c) is over all the

e"(a:od8),i.e. over the characteristics e" consisting of inte-

reg numbers from 0 to 7» The product of two character!»гica
& jr it p

.e s I £. and e" = [ At iis defined as ее" = Z-± l̂ î ,:̂ Ĉ̂ i )•

lattice:

J
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lattice:

(c)

for characteristic 2. conaxatiug o^ ztroas and unities,

W
 t

 S U. ,:Т}; th* sua la «q.{1?c> is от«г «11

the e"(aodiS).

< ,-. 4-. л 'я-AT Л
The formulae ? v ' * ^_, С for 'aeterotic string

Г
(and p=15 wore derî e-i in ref.? Ъу operator iiethoda. Uiey art

rela^sd to express;.опз (16a, ?7aJ .ariaicg from contiraial integ-

rals, according to the rul* 21 \4 • 1* — >

At last, яе ргезеп? 3everal 'onaula* for tacayonic amplitu-

des.If one introduces a product ?f vertex operators,

with pt & 2itV* under this integral aiga in (9),then 3\

in eq.(H) will be replaced эу

лег 'J (18)

/ contribution of uncom- *
pactifisd dimenaicna ' *,
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therefore the sum

лег
arises in amplitudes ai ch±a?«Ll theory ( i t i s well defined

ior етеп eelf-dueu latt ices).
For Ге

(19;

I and analogously for Ig**- and «75* ^
е г е

 ^
 ж 1

»**Pt

| and zJ"...г» are coordinates of p vectors z
x
 in crtbo-

! normal toasie for the lattice j
 g
.

)
1. ilqe. (15Ъ-1?Ъ) are well iaioim . Relations l ike (19) have
• p

f been recently considered by-Kahro' ia a slightly different

context.
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5. Let ия present one more formulation of the discussed

problems.

a) The structure of string theories which are free of all

l&nds of anomalies (at least for super- and heterotic

string) ia defined by specification of -some ajodular forms -

- analytic sections of certain, bundles over the module зр&се.

(The most popular of them is generating function ox tree

spectrum of string; it enters expressions for one-loop

amplitudes.}

b) One of approaches to string theories consists of const-

ructing and interpretaling of modular ferms, This is sxtreme-

ly powerfuil method. Among existing methods it is,perhaps,the

most adequate to string problems one. The serious drawback of

such an. approach is its unclear relation to dynamical fornu-

lations based on action principles (with or without constra-

ints).

a) In the simplest theory (bosonic theory in flat 26-disieii-

sional space) this relation is clarified by Belavin-Kaiahnik

theorem* Integration measure on the module apace, induced by

Polyakov's continual integral, is the squared module of ana-

lytical measure, For genera p<^4 the analytical measure taay

oe expressed through modular forms on the space of period mat-

rices (Siegel space), for P > 5 it ia not yet understood

(it is unclear.in what sense the measure may be continued

from module space to the Siegel space,where (9-functions and

ordinary modular forms are defined).
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d) The relation «till exists for веге ompiceted models,

howerer, it looks even more subtle. Tbe actiors principle impli-

es the answer in the toxm of 2Z \£.Ы)\ »
 w
*-iie modular fora

e) Th* understanding of this relation seems useful! at least

since it is unclear ho» Yang-Mills structure and the entire

coapaetifioation should be treated trot: the point of view of

aoduier forms. It is necessary to rplsr». CDspactifications of

string theories on different manifolds with- modular forms.

Conditions for nodular forms to exist are exxreinely rigid aud

they lay strong' limitations on pc-seifaie i»ejt> of compactificati-

on.

j In particular, the formulae of p.4 SDOVC- may be interpreted

• as impossibility of compactificatiot: ott any tori
t
except those,

| related to «теп self-dual lattices: one в-dimensional
t
 two

i 16-dimensional (and,perhaps.some Z-4—diTjfensional), which have
s

( шогеотег,definite sizes, lr- tcserae. this is because of the

j lack of modular forms of ne^esaarj- we»gi..t. In particular»for

f realistic compactiiicatior. .?c—1С-—-i raodular forms of the

I «eight 11 « ' -"
rO
 are reouarec. i «net seems impossible)» In

2
fact, this is one of tbf most serious difficulties is studing

compactification from the poxnt of viei? of string theories.
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f) Of course,the correspondence between string theories

and modular forms may be doubted* There is no satisfactory

understanding of what the presense or absenae of analytical

anomaly means (in the sense implied in this paper), as well

«3 that of ordinary dilatational ("conformal") anomaly .We

tried at least to formulate the principle ot absense of such

anomaly and to study its simplest consequences. (The analy-

sis aay be easily generalised to include Yang-Mils structu-

re and compactification on singular orbifolds.) Further in-

vestigations in this direction seem rather important.

lack of analytical anomaly in surely related to *x±m-
tense of massleas excitations. Thus it is necessary for
realistic corapactification.
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